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THE GENESIS FLOOD NARRATIVE: CRUCIAL 
ISSUES IN THE CURRENT DEBATE1 
RICHARD M. DAVIDSON 
Andrews University 
The purpose of this article is to examine major interrelated issues that are 
present in current discussions about the biblical Flood narrative of Gen 6-9. 
These include such questions as: the unity and literary genre of these 
chapters, the nature and extent of the biblical Flood, the relationship 
between history and theology in the Flood narrative, and the relationship 
of the biblical Flood narrative to other ANE flood stories. There are three 
major interpretations of Gen - 9 :  (1) nonhistorical (mythological) 
interpretations suggest that Gen 6-9 is a theologically motivated account 
redacted from two hfferent literary sources (J and P) and lmgely borrowed 
from other ANE mythological flood traditions; (2) limited or local flood 
theories narrow the scope of the Genesis Flood to a particular geographical 
location or locations (usually in Mesopotamia); and (3) tradtional views 
regard Gen 6-9 as a unified, historically rehble narrative describing a 
worldwide, global Flood, and written as a polernic against other ANE 
Fkod stories. The major issues with regard to the biblical Flood narrative 
may be summarized under one of three opposing alternatives: (1) 
nonhistorical (mythological) vs. hls torical interpretations of the Flood; (2) 
lunited/local vs. universal/global Flood interpretations; and (3) theories of 
dependence on ANE traditions vs. theories of theological polernic. In the 
pages that follow, each of these three opposing alternatives is briefly 
discussed. Special attention is given to the question of the extent of the 
Genesis Flood, building upon and advancing beyond my previous study of 
this issue.' The position set forth in this article is that only the tradtional 
understandmg of a literal, historical, global Flood does kill justice to the 
biblical data and that this interpretation is crucial for Flood theology in 
Genesis and for the theological implications drawn by later biblical writers. 
Nonhi~torical(2M5thological) us. Histo&al Interpretations ofthe Flood 
Nonhistorical (Mythological) Flood Interpretations 
Proponents of a nonhistorical interpretation of the Genesis Flood 
narrative generally contend that Gen 6-9 is a mythological account 
'A version of this paper was presented at the Science and Religion Confetence, 
Glacier View Ranch, Ward, Colorado, August 2003. Biblical translations are the author's. 
*Richard M. Davidson, "Biblical Evidence for the Universality of the Genesis Flood," 
0rigin.r 22 (1995): 58-73; revised and expanded under the same tide in Cnaton, Catastrophe, 
and C&g, ed. John T. Baldwin (Hagerstown, MD: Review and Herald, 2000), 79-92. 
comprised of two different literary sources ( Jah~is t  and Priestly), largely 
borrowed from earlier ANE mythological traditions and woven 
together by a redactor for the primary purpose of affaming the 
theological distinctives of Israel's faith.3 
Th&e advancing a nonhistorical interpretation often acknowledge that 
the final redactor of Genesis intended the Flood narrative of Gen 6-9 to be 
taken as a literal account, as well as its having theological significance;* but 
in hght of the "assured results" of modern scientific investigation, they 
insist that the historical nature of the Flood narrative must be rejected in 
favor of recognizing its essentially mythological and theological 
(nonhistoricaI) character. Thus, the early part of Genesis (chaps. 1-1 1) is 
often separated &om the rest of the book and is labeled as primeval myth, 
historicizing myth, tales, sagas, legends, or the like? The crucial question is, 
Can such partitioning of Genesis into "primeval" (nonhistorical) and 
patriarchal (h~storicaI) sections be justified within the text of Genesis itself, 
with the Flood narrative confined to the former (nonhistoricaI) section? To 
this we now turn our attention. 
A Historical Interpretation of the Flood Narrative 
Two important literary-structural elements tie the Flood narrative 
together with the rest of the book of Genesis and support the internal 
unity and historicity of Gen 6-9: the use of the word t6l&Bt 
("generations, account, history," 13 times in the book) and the 
symmetrical literary structure of the Flood narrative. 
1. T6l&Bt. Each narrative section of the book of Genesis begins (or 
ends) with the term t~"I&%t.~  The term means literally "begettings" or 
"brinpgs-forth" (from the verb y8d, "to bring forth, beget") and 
This is the prevailing view of historical-critical scholarship. See, e.g., Gerhard von 
Rad, GeneJrj:A Commentmy, rev. ed. (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1972), 116-134; Walter 
Brueggemann, GencJiJ, Interpretation: A Bible Commentary for Teaching and Preaching 
(Atlanta: John Knox, 1982), 73-88; and Terence E. Fretheim, "Genesis," NIB 
(Nashville: Abingdon, 1994), 388-389. 
7ames Ban summarizes: "[Slo far as I know there is no professor of Hebrew or Old 
Testament at any worldclass university who does not believe that the writer(s) of Genesis 
1-11 intended to convey to their readers the ideas that . . . Noah's flood was understood 
to be worldwide, and to have extinguished all human and land animal life except for those 
in the ark" (cited by Alvin Plantinga, "Evolution, Neutrality, and Antecedent Probability: 
A Reply to McMullin and Van Till," in Inte&gent Design Cnmionhm andlt~ Crirics: Pbih~opbiuJ 
TheohgiuJ and S&ajFc P~.ctivez [Cambridge: MIT Press, 2001],217). 
'Of course, many critical scholars reject the historicity of all of Genesis, including 
the patriarchal narratives. So, e.g., von Rad writes: 'The old, naive idea of the historicity 
of these narratives as being biographically reliable stories from the life of the patriarchs 
must be abandoned" (Von Rad, GeneJlj, 40). For von Rad and many others, what is 
stated regarding the nonhistoricality of the patriarchal narratives applies even more to 
the "primeval history" of Gen 1-1 1. 
implies that Genesis is the "history/account of beginnings."' Walter 
Kaiser has carefully analyzed the literary form of Gen 1-1 1 in light of 
this td&&t structure and shown that this whole section of Genesis 
should be taken as "historical narrative prose."* 
The term tdMt is used as the heading for the Flood account (6:9), 
thereby connecting it with the rest of the book of Genesis and indicating 
that the author intended this narrative to be as historically veracious as the 
rest of Genesis? One cannot logically accept that the author of Genesis 
intended only some sections of the t d ~ ~ t ,  such as the accounts of the 
patriarchs, to be historical, while r n h  others, such as the Flood account, 
to be only theological in nature. As Kenneth Mathews aptly states: 
The recurring formulaic krkdtb device [of the book of Genesis] shows 
that the composition was arranged to join the historical moorings of 
Israel with the begimings of the cosmos. In this way the composition 
forms an Adam-Noah-Abraham continuum that loops the patriarchal 
promissory blessings with the God of cosmos and all human history. 
The text does not welcome a different readmg for Genesis 1-1 1 as myth 
versus the patriarchal narratives. . . . m f taken as theological story alone 
the interpreter is at odds with the historical intentionality of Genesis. 10' 
2. The ~mmetrica/Literay Stmctun Ofthe Fihod Narnative. The chias tic 
literary structure of Gen 6-9, as recognized by numerous scholars and 
displayed on page 53," provides weighty evidence for the unity of the 
Flood narrative. Instead of these chapters being divided into small 
textual units (J and P) as suggested by the Documentary Hypothesis, the 
narrative is a single literary unit.I2 A close reading of the Flood narrative 
as a coherent literary whole, with particular attention to the chiastic 
structure, resolves apparent discrepancies in the Genesis account." In 
the literary structure of the Flood narrative, the genealogical frame or 
envelope construction (Gen 532 and 9:28-29) plus the secondary 
'J. B. Doukhan, The Geneh Credon Story: I 0  Liferag Stmdm, Andrews University 
Seminary Dissertation Series, 5 (Berrien Springs: Andrews University Press, 1978), 167-220; 
see also K. A. Mathews, Geneh 1: 1 - 1 1 :Z6, NAC (Nashville: Broadman and Holman, 1996), 
2641. 
'W. C. Kaiser Jr., 'The Literary Form of Genesis 1-1 1," in New Per~ck'vez on the OM 
Testmnent, ed. J. B. Payne (Waco: Word, 1970), 48-65. 
moukhan, The Gene.& Creation Story, $67-220. 
'%athews, 41,111. 
"Adapted from William H. Shea, "The Structure of the Genesis Flood Narrative and 
Its Imphcations," On+.r 6 (1979): 22-23. For a similar structural analysis, see Bernard W. 
Andersen, "From Analysis to Synthesis: The Interpretation of Gen 1-1 1 ," JBL 97 (1978): 
38. This basic palstrophic structure is recognized by numerous recent commentators. 
12U. Cassuto,A Commentq ontbe Book ofGene& trans. Israel Abrahams (Jerusalem: 
Magnes, 1964), 2:30-34; Shea, 8-29. 
"G. J. Wenham, m e  Coherence of the Flood Narrative," VT 28 (1978): 336-348; 
Shea; G. F. Hasel, Unhztudng the L'ving Word ofGod (Mountain View Pacific Press, l98O), 
49-50,150-151. 
genealogies (Gen 6:9-10; 9: 18-19) actually provide powerful indicators 
that the account is intended to be factual history.'* 
The Genesis Flood narrative presents profound theolog. But this 
theology is always motedin history. Any attempt to separate theology and 
history in the biblical narratives does so by imposing an external norm, such 
as Greek dualism, upon the text. Read on its own terms, the biblical 
narratives, including the Flood narrative, defy attempts to read them as 
nonhls torical theology. 
Limited/Local VJ. Univerral/ Glo bal Flood 1nterjmtation.r 
Limited/Local Flood Interpretations 
Limited flood theories narrow the extent of the Genesis Flood to a 
particular geographical region (usually Mesop~tarnia).'~ These theories 
rest primarily on scientific arguments that present seemingly difficult 
geolo *cal, biological, and anthropological problems for a universal 
flood? However, as Bruce Waltke points out: 'The geological arguments 
favoring a local flood assume that the history of the earth's geology is 
uniform."" A number of recent scientific studies provide a growing body 
of evidence for diluvial catastrophism instead of uniforrnitarianism.18 
"Scriptural narratives are often placed in intricate and symmetrical Literary forms, 
such as chiasms or panel writing, to highlight important theological points in the 
narrative without distorting the historical account. C f. D. A. Dorsey, The LjteratySt1wcfure 
ofthe OM Te~tament: GenesiJ44ahhi (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1999), 1 5-44. 
15See, e.g., Fretheim, 388: "The Genesis account should be related to a major flood in 
the Mesopotamian valley, which in time was interpreted as a flood that covered the then 
known world." W. Ryan and W. Pitman suggest that the Genesis Flood is related to a gigantic 
flood in the area of the Black Sea (Noah 5 Fhod The New Saenf& Dircoven'es about the Event that 
Changed Histoy [New York Simon and Schuster, 1W8]. 
l6ESg., J. P. Lewis notes that "scholars are agreed that archaeological evidence for a 
universal flood in the historical past is wanting"("Flood," ABD 2798). Cf D. C. Boardman, 
"Did Noah's Hood Cover the Entire World? No," in The Geneh D e k :  Pc~srjtentQuediom 
about Creation and the Fhod, ed. R. F. Youngblood (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1990), 212-223; A. 
C. Custance, The Fhod.Lo~~~orGhb&Doof~il~ Papers 9 (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 19791, 
28-58; D. Kidner, Genesix An Introduction and Co~ntentay, TOTC, ed. D. J. Wiseman 
(Downers Grove: Intervarsity, 1963, 93-95; B. Ramm, The Chrrjtian V k  ofSuence and 
J e t m  (Grand Rapids: Eerdrnans, 1954), 232-249; R. Youngblood, ed., The Gene.& Deb&: 
Persi~tentQuediom about Creation and the Fhod (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1973,171-210. 
"Bruce K Waltke, Gench:A Cornmenfay (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2001), 133. 
18E.g., H. G. Coffm and R H. Brown, Origin by DDwign (Washington, DC: Review and 
Herald, 1983); A. M. Rehwinkel, The Fhd in the Lght d t k  Bibb, Geohgv, aiatAnhaeohgv (St 
Louis: Concordia, 1951); A. A. Roth, "Are Millions of Years Required to Produce Biogenic 
Sediments in the Deep Ocean?" 0n;sim 12 (1985): 48-56; idem, "Catastrophism--Is It 
Scientific?" Ministty 59 (1986): 24-26; idem, "Those Gaps in the Sedimentaty Layers," On&m 
15 (1988): 75-85; idem, 0n;situ: finhng S&na rmd S@tm (Hagerstown, MD: Review and 
Herald, 1998); idem, "The Grand Canyon and the Genesis Hood," in Cnatzon, be, and 
C&y (Hagerstown: Review and Heraid, W), 93-107; J. C. Whitcomb, Thc Wordd Tbut 
Pcrrjbed rev. ed. (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1988); J. C. Whitcomb and H. M. Monis, Thc Genesrj 
Fbd (Philadelphia: Presbyterian and Reformed, 1961). 
E The flood proper 
b The flood crests 
The ark rests 
God remembered Noah 
(8: 1-5) 
. . . . .  a The flood rises. a' The flood abates 
(7: 17-24) (8:6-12) 
D Preliminary to . . . . . . . .  D' After the flood 
the flood 
d Enters the ark ......... d' Exits the ark 
(7:ll-16) (8:13-19) 
c Brings in clean animals ....... c' Noah's sacrifice 
(7:6-10) (8:20-22) 
b Brings in clean animals . . . . . . . . . . . .  b' Noah's diet 
(7:l-5) (9: 1 -7) 
a My covenant with you . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  a' My covenant with 
(6: 1 1 -22) YOU (9:8-17) 
C Secondary genealogy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  C' Secondary genealogy 
(6:9-10) (9:18-19) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  B Prologue: man's B' Epilogue: man's 
wickedness (6:l-8) wickedness (9:20-27) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  A Primary genealogy. A' Primary genealogy 
(5:32) (9:28-29) 
e The flood crests, the ark rests, 
God remembers Noah (8:l) 
d 150 days prevail ................ d' 150 days waters abate 
(7:24) (8:3) 
c 40 days of the flood .................. c' 40 days &st birds 
(7:12,17) sent out (8:6) 
b 7 days till the flood ........................ b' 7 days next bird 
(7:lO) sent out (8: 10) 
a 7 days dl 40-day. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  a' 7 days last bird 
storm (7:4) sent out (8:12) 
Local flood theories assert that biblical terminology used to describe 
the extent of the Flood should be understood in a relative rather than 
absolute universal sense. Therefore, seemingly universal terms imply a 
limited locality, thereby appearing to indicate universality within the 
writer's worldview but a limited scope in terms of the modern 
world vie^.'^ This claim is examined in h e  section that follows. 
The Global Flood Interpretation 
Biblical Teminology Expressing 
the Global Extent ofthe Flood 
Perhaps the most important type of biblical evidence for a global Flood 
is the s ecific all-inclusive terminology found within the Genesis account 2 itself. There are some h t y  different terms, expressions, or complexes 
of terminology in Gen 6-9 and elsewhere in Scripture, many echoing their 
intertextual counterparts in the account of global creation in Gen 1-2, that 
specifically indicate the universal, global extent of the ~lood?' 
1. 'Humankind " The divine purpose given for the bringing of the 
Flood makes explicit its universal scope: "And the Lord said, 'I will destroy 
humankind [biz&] whom I have created from the face of the earth; both 
man, and beas4 creeping thmg and birds of the air, for I am sorry that I 
have made them" (Gen 6:7; cf. w. 5,7; 8:21). The reference to "humankind 
whom I have created" is clearly an allusion to the creation of humankind 
(hi'a'diim) in Gen 1:26-28. Nothing less than a complete destruction of the 
human race (except for Noah and his family, 6:8; 7:l) seems envisaged. 
Given the length of time from creation (over 1,650 years minimum 
according to the canonical MT), the longevity of the antediluvians (nearly 
a thousand years on average, see Gen 5 and 1 I), and God's command at 
creation to "fill the earth" (Gen 1:28), it is k h l y  unlikely, from the 
perspective of the Hebrew canon, that the pre-Flood population would 
have stayed only in Mesopotamia. Thus, based upon the evidence supplied 
by the narrator of Genesis, the destruction of humanity would necessitate 
more than a local Hood. 
19So, e.g., John Hartle~, Genesis, NIBC (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 2000), 106: 
'The local flood view is not necessarily the opposite of a global view. Since, from the 
biblical author's perspective, the deluge covered the known land mass, the flood is 
spoken of in categorical terms. But for that author the earth was a landmass surrounded 
by water, not a giant sphere. Consequently the categorical language does not require a 
global flood." Cf. Boardman, 223-226; Custance, 15-27; Kidner, 93-95; Ramm, 241 -242. 
*OGerhard Hasel has provided a careful treatment of some of this terminology in 
three penetrating studies in issues of 0rign.c "The Fountains of the Great Deep," Ongins 
1 (1974): 67-72; idem, "The Biblical View of the Extent of the Flood," 0ngin.r 2 (1975): 
77-95; idem, "Some Issues Regarding the Nature and Universality of the Genesis Flood 
Narrative," Ofigins 5 (1978): 83-98. 
21For further discussion of some of these points, see Richard M. Davidson, 
"Biblical Evidence for the Universality of the Genesis Flood," Ongitu 22 (1995): 58-73, 
esp. 60-64. 
2. 'The Earth. "The term hZ13i-e~ ("the Earth," 46 times in the Flood 
narrative, see, e.g., Gen 6:12, 13, 17) always appears without an 
accompanying genitive of limitation in Gen 6-9. It clearly parallels and 
intertextually harks back to the same usage in the account of worldwide, 
global creation in Gen 1:1, 2, lo? In Prov 8:26, the poetic version of 
creation that echoes the Genesis account, the term hZ&{ is used in poetic 
parallelism with the indisputably universal term tEbd ("world"), thus 
providing fuaher evidence that the Genesis creation and Hood 
terminologies are to be taken as global in extentU The reference to God's 
intention to destroy "allpsh with the earth [hZa're~ 1" (Gen 6:11) h the r  
shows that this term is universal in scope (see point no. 5 below). 
3. 'Upon the face ofoUtbe Earth. "The phrase cal-p&e" kol-hZZnf ("upon 
the face of all the Earth"; Gen 7:3; 8:9) is a clear allusion to the same 
expression in the account of global creation (Gen 1:29; cf. Gen 1:2 for a 
related universal expression) and thus implies a universality of the same 
dimension as in creation. The Genesis narrator consistentlv uses a 
universal sense of the entire land surface of the globe when this 'phrase is 
applied outside of the Flood narrative (e.g., Gen 1:29; 11:4,8,9), with no 
indication in the Flood narrative of any less uni~ersality.~' 
4. 'Thc fm o f  the g d  " The phrase p&e" ha-&& ("face of the 
ground"; Gen 7:4,22,23; 8:8,13) occurs in parallel with the universal terms 
h3iTre~ (7:23) and cal'&e" kol-ha"m (8:9). It likewise recalls its &st usage in 
the global context of creation (Gen 2:6). 
T h e  term may, at times, be used without a genitive and still, in context, be limited 
in scope to a certain "iand." However, the explicit intertextual link between the global 
creation and the Flood account (esp. Gen 6:6,7) serves as the hermeneutical control and 
clearly gives a global context for its usage in Gen 6-9. 
=Some have argued that hiiD2n~is more limited in nature than the term tEM, which 
means the world as a whole, dry land in the sense of continents, or globe. Therefore, it 
is argued, if Moses had wished to indicate the entire world, he would have used t i 2d  
However, tEbEZis not used in the entire Pentateuch, including the creation and Flood 
accounts. The term is used only in poetic texts (39 times), usually as a poetic synonym 
in parallel with bZ'2reS. 
24While the term "upon the face of all the earth'' ( = d a l e  hf-hi='&.$, or its shortened 
term "all the earth" (hI-hi='&.$ may have a limited meaning elsewhere in Scripture when 
indicated by the immediate context, it is the intertextual ltnkage to the creation account and 
not word study on later usage m the Hebrew Bible, that must be determinative for 
understanding the scope of the expression in the Flood narrative. In addition, the two places 
in Genesis where, in context, a similar phrase "upon all the face of the earth" is not universal 
[the land of the plain of Sodorn and Gommoroh viewed by Abraham in Gen 1928, and the 
hmhe mentioned in Gen 41:56J, the Hebrew in these verses has a significant change in word 
order from elsewhere in Genesis to 'a/-hIp&c* ha3r?ier ("upon all the face of the earth'') 
instead of 'aI-@W hi-ha3* ("upon the face of all the earth''). These two latter passages 
indicate the shift fkom global to local context by making the word "all" (hd moditjl 
"face/surfaceyy and not "earth." Outside of Genesis, for a localized context of the term "upon 
the face of all the earth" (=al-$G~c*hI-ba~riie~-), se , e.g., Deut 1 l:Z; 1 Sam N16; 2 Sam 18:8; 
Dan 8:s; and perhaps Zech 53. For use of the shortened term "all the earth" (hf-ha3*) in 
a less than global context, see, e.g., Gen 41:57; Exod 1Q5,15; Num 22:5,11; 1 Kgs 4:M, 1Q24; 
and 2 Chron 3623. 
5. 'Xllfish. "The term kol-b%'& ("all flesh"; Gen 6:12,13,17,19; 7:16, 
21; 8:17; 9: 1 1,15,16,17) is accompanied by additional phrases that recall 
the creation of animals and man (Gen 1:24,30; 2:7), e.g., "in which is the 
breath of life" (Gen 6:l7 and 7:15), "all in whose nostnls was the breath of 
the spirit of life" (Gen 7:21-22), and "every living creature" (Gen 9:lO- 
12)---see below for discussion of these expressions. 
When the word kol ("all") is placed before an indeterminate noun 
with no article or possessive suffix, as in Gen 6-9, it indicates totality.25 
Thus, God's announcement to destroy "all flesh" (Gen 6:13,17) and 
the narrator's comment that "all flesh" died (Gen 7:21-22) with the 
exception of the inhabitants of the ark indicate universal destruction. 
The occurrence of kol plus the determinate noun habba-r ("all the 
flesh") in Gen 7:15 also indicates totality as well as unity. 
6. 'The end" In Gen 6:13, the "eschatological" term q@ ("end")is 
introduced in the Flood narrative: "And God said to Noah, 'I have 
determined to make an end of all flesh."' Linked to the universal &rase "all 
flesh" (d.wxssed in point 5 above), this "end'clearly assume; universal, 
global dimensions in which the existence of the whole human race outside 
the ark is to be terminated. The term qg, appeamg later in the Hebrew 
canon and in the NT, becomes a technical term for the eschaton. 
In the Flood narrative, the "eschato1ogical" divine judgment 
involved a period of probation (Gen 6:3), followed by a judicial 
investigation ("The Lord saw," Gen 6:5; "I have determined," Gen 
6:13, RSV),Z6 the sentence Gen 6:7), and its execution (the bringing of 
the Flood; Gen 7:ll-%)!' Warren Gage shows how Gen 1-7 is 
presented typologically within the Hebrew canon as a paradigm for the 
history of the world." The reduplication of the motifs in Genesis only 
carries through the fourth narrative, implying that the fifth (universal 
judgment) wdl be fulfiled in the eschatological, cosmic judgment.29 
2The term can occasionally express less than totality if the context demands. 
26So Nahum Sama comments on Gen 6:7: 'This phrase [The Lord saw) has juridical 
overtones, implying both investigation of the facts and readiness for action" (Genesis: The 
Trdtionaf Hebrew Text with New JPS Tramatzon/~o~~enfary, JPS Torah Commentary 
P)hiladelphia: Jewish Publication Society, 1989],47). 
*'Cf. Cassuto, Genesis, 56-57. 
28Warren A. Gage, The GospGI of Genesir: Stude~ in Protology and E~cbatohg (Winona 
Lake: Carpenter, l984), 7-1 6. 
291n addition to evidence for universal Flood typology within the Flood narrative 
itself, Isaiah indicates that the Flood is a type of covenantal eschatology (Isa 549) in ins 
descriptions of the eschatological salvation of Israel (the "flood of mighty waters 
overflowing" (Isa 28:2); "the waters . . . shall not overwhelm" (Isa 43:2); God's 
"overflowing wrath" (Isa 548); and the "windows of heaven" (Isa 24:18), while the 
prophets Nahum (1:s) and Daniel (9:26) depict the eschatological judgment in language 
probably alluding to the Genesis Flood. As noted again later in this article, the NT 
writers also recognize the typological connection between Flood and eschatology. The 
salvation of Noah and his family in the ark finds its antitypical counterpart in NT 
eschatological salvation connected with water baptism (1 Pet 3:18-22; see Richard M. 
7. 'Every living thing. " The phrase "every living thing" (koGh$.ay), 
found in Gen 6:19 and 9:16, is linked with the phrase "of all flesh" 
discussed above and clearly expresses universality. 
8. 'Every living matare. "The Hebrew phrase koGnqeihaQayya" ("every 
living soul/creature") is synonymous to the expression "every living 
thing" mentioned above and constitutes another universalistic 
expression (Gen 9: 10-12). 
9. '1AiZin whose nostrib wm the b d  afthe @it ofhjr,. "This phrase, k d  
'8"ier nihaf-dab bayyim bFapp&w, found in Gen 7:22, elaborates the 
simdar phrase "all. . . in which is the breath of life" in Gen 6:17 and 
7: 15. These expressions are clear allusions to the creation account (Gen 
2:7) and indicate global dimensions, not merely a local setting. 
10. 'X11 existence. " The similar term kol-ha&tirn means, literally, "all 
existence" (Gen 7:4,23). This is one of the most inclusive terms available 
to the Hebrew writer to express totality of life. All existence (on the land, 
as later specified) was destroyed in the Flood! 
1 1. "Ad. . . that I have made." Further evidence for the global extent 
of the term "all existence" [koI-ha&tirn] is the addition of the clause "all 
existence that I have made" r l e r  CiiiZti) (7:4), which is an allusion to 
creation. Everything that God had made on the earth (excluding the sea 
creatures, as noted below, and the inhabitants of the ark) was destroyed. 
12. 'On4 Noah and tho~e who wen with him in the ark nmained alive. " In 
Gen 7:23, the term "all existence" [kof -hg~t lm]  has yet another clause 
added to indicate totality: ~ g i i i a ' ~ e r  ra'an&zb waDaier 'itto" battEba" ("only 
Noah and those who were with him in the ark remained alive"). This 
frrst reference to a "remnant" in Scripture also provides a powerful 
statement of universality regarding the extent of the Flood. 
13. "Eveything on the Eadh. " The expression of what died in the 
Flood, kiilDoier-ba'D2ires, literally "all which is on the Earth" (Gen 6:17), 
is another universalistic expression in the Flood narrative, which, in 
light of the global meaning of "the Earth" (ha'inf) in these chapters 
(see discussion above), constitutes a statement of total destruction of 
terrestrial life on planet Earth. 
14. 'X/1 on the d v .  "According to Gen 7:22, the creatures that died 
in the Flood included mikk6l'Oier be&r&a" (literally, "from all which was 
on the dry''). This statement not only provides another universalis tic 
expression for the Genesis Flood, but also makes clear that this 
worldwide destruction is limited to terrestrial creatures and does not 
include the inhabitants of the sea. 
15. "Under the whole heaven. "The phrase "under the whole heaven" 
Davidson, Typology in Scripture: A Stuaj of Hemeneuticd d n o ~  Stmcturee, Andrews 
University Seminary Doctoral Dissertation Series 2 perrien Springs: Andrews University 
Press, 19811,316-336). The Flood also serves as a type of the final judgment at the end 
of the world, and the conditions of pre-Flood morality provide signs of the end time 
(Matt 2437-39; Luke 17:26-27; 2 Pet 2:5,9; 3:s-7). 
(tabat kof-ba'fJa'miyim; Gen 7 :  19) is found in two verses that describe the 
extent of the Flood: "and the waters prevailed so mightily upon the 
earth that all the high mountains unukrthe whoh heaven were covered. The 
waters prevailed fifteen cubits upward, and the mountains were 
covered" (7:19, 20, emphasis added). John Skinner notes that thls 
passage "not only asserts its [the flood's] universality, but so to speak 
proves it, by giving the exact height of the waters above the highest 
mountains."30 The universal phrase "under the whole heaven," or 
"under all the heavens," also globalizes the phrase "under heaven" (Gen 
6:17) in h s  same Flood context." 
H. C. Leupold observes that the writer of v. 19 is not content with 
a single use of kof ("all") in "all the high mountains,'' but "since 'all' is 
known to be used in a relative sense, the writer removes all possible 
ambiguity by adding the phrase 'under all the heavens.' A double 'all' 
(ko? cannot allow for so relative a sense. It almost constitutes a Hebrew 
superlative. So we believe that the text disposes of the question of the 
universality of the Flood."" 
16. 'XU tbe b&b mowntainr . . . wen covered "The covering of "all the 
high mountains" (kof-beba'dm ba&s~bO'hfm) by at least 1 5 cubits (Gen 7 :  19- 
20) could not simply involve a local flood, since water seeks its own 
level across the surface of the globe. Even one hgh mountain covered 
in a local Mesopotamian setting would require that same height of water 
everywhere on the planet's surfaceP3 
Proponents of a local flood often object that a worldwide Deluge 
would imply "that the earth's surface was completely renovated during the 
MJohn Skinner, A Critical and Exegeticaf Cornmenfay on Geneir, ICC, 2d ed. 
(Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1956), 1 :I 65. 
31The word "heaven," when alone, can have a local meaning (e.g., 1 Kgs 18:45), but 
here the context is clearly global. Ecclesiastes, which contains numerous allusions to 
creation, likewise utilizes the term "under heaven" with a universal intention (Eccl1:13; 
2:3; 3:l; cf. the parallel universal, worldwide expression "under the sun" in Eccl 1:3,9; 
211, 17). Cf. Mathews, 365. 
32H. C. Leupold, Exposition ofGenesis (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1942), 301-302. The 
phrase "under the whole h.eaven9' is used six times in the OT outside of the Flood 
narrative with a universal meaning (see Deut 225; 419; Job 28:24; 37:3; 41:11; Dan 
912). For example, the phrase is used to describe God's omniscience: "For He looks to 
the ends of the earth and sees under the whole heavens" (Job 28:24). Again, it depicts 
God's sovereignty: 'Whatsoever is under the whole heaven is mine" (Job 41:11, KJV). 
Note that the usage in Deut 225, which describes "the nations under the whole 
heaven," is further qualified and limited by the phrase "who shall hear the report of 
and thus is potentially universal and not an exception to the universal sense. 
331n this connection, it is not necessary to postulate the existence of mountains as 
high as Mount Everest at the time of the Flood and thus to require waters covering the 
earth to a depth of six miles, as some proponents of a local flood suggest would be 
necessary. The antediluvian mountains were possibly much lower than at present. 
Passages in the book of Job may well be referring to the process of postdiluvian 
mountain uplift (see Job 9:5; 28:9), but Ps 1045-9 probably refers to creation and not 
to postdiluvial activity, as is sometimes claimed. . 
flood year" and thus "predilwian topography would have been exceedingly 
different from postdiluvian topography." This implication, they claim, is in 
conflict with biblical evidence that "strongly suggests that prediluvian 
geography did basically resemble postdiluvian geography,"u particularly in 
regard to the topographical descriptions in connection with the Garden of 
Eden, e.g., the lands of Havilah and Cush and the four rivers, two of which 
(the Tigris and the Euphrates) were familiar to the readers of Genesis in 
Moses' time. 
Although there are some sirmkrities between the prediluvian and 
postdiluvian topography, there are more differences. Two of the rivers, 
the Pishon and the Gihon, which apparently no longer existed in the 
time of the narrator, are mentioned ih terms of where they used to flow 
in the postdiluvian areas of Havilah and Cush respectively. The other 
two rivers-the Tigris and Euphrates-are described as coming from 
a common source in the Garden of Eden, certainly far different from 
their present courses. Thus, the topographical desfriptions in the early 
chapters of Genesis are in harmony with a worldwide Flood. 
It has also been suggested that the refmence to "all the hrgh 
mountains" being covered (Gen 7:19) actually alludes to idolatrous '?ugh 
places" similar to those mentioned later in the Prophets in their casagation 
of the f d t y  cults. Therefore, the Flood need rise no lugher than the local 
antediluvian hills with their idolatrous cultic Idolatry may well 
have been a part of the antediluvian rebellion against God, but it is never 
specifically mentioned as a reason for the Flood in the Genesis narrative; 
alleged intertextual linkages to idolatry in Ejekiel are weak and 
~nconvincing?~ Further, it is claimed that the phrase "all the hlgh 
MDavis A. Young, Cfcation and the Fhod An Ahmafive to Fhod Geohgy and Theistic 
Euohtion (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1977), 210. 
'=Gordon J. Wenham, following the research of Eugen Drewermann, suggests that 
Gen 6: 1-8 may be a polemic against the fertility cults (Genesis 1 - lfi, WBC 1 [Waco: Word, 
19871,141). Warren Johns builds upon this hypothesis and further speculates that the 
language for "high mountains" in Gen 6-9 refers to the high places of idolatrous 
worship ("Theology, Science, and the Flood: A Close Reading of Genesis 6-9" [Tanuary 
2004 revised version of an unpublished paper presented at the Science and Religion 
Conference, Glacier View Ranch, Ward, CO (August 2003)], 18-21). 
36Contra Warren Johns, "Exodus and Ezekiel the Inspired Keys to Unraveling the 
Mystery of the Flood," and "Ezekiel the Inspired Key to the Flood, Genesis 6-9," 
unpublished papers, 2000,2001. Obviously, both the Hood narrative and the book of 
Ezekiel contain a message of divine judgment; and, therefore, some of the same terms 
appear, describing the wickedness of the people and the certainty and severity of judgment. 
There is even mention of "flooding rain" as one of the agents of judgment in Ezekiel 
(38:22). However, in the same verse there are other agents of judgment that wiU "rain 
down" upon the wicked, harking back to other earlier acts of divine judgment, such as 
"great hailstones, fire, and brimstone." These latter agents of judgment may well allude to 
the time of the Exodus and the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, events that certainly 
did not focus upon idolatrous htgh places. The only ostensibly strong linkage between 
Ezekiel and alleged cultic practices in the Flood narrative is the mention of the "lugh 
mountains," but as noted in the next footnote, this terminological parallelism does not hold 
up in the Hebrew original. Ezekiel does not provide the inspired intertextual key to 
mountains" is "precise technical wording" for the lugh places of idolatrous 
worship in the Prophets and, therefore, this phase should be given the 
same interpretation in the Flood narrative. However, this can only be 
argued from the English translations; in the Hebrew, not one of the allkged 
parallel passages in the Prophets contains both key terms, 'lugh" @&crhz"m) 
and "mountains" (h&h) as in Gen 7:19." Thus, it is very unhkely that the 
Prophets are dudmg to idolatrous practices of the ~ l & d  narrative, nor 
does the phrase "all the &h mountains" in the Flood narrative refer to 
cultic high places?' 
This conclusion is confvmed within the context of the narrative 
itself with the addition of the universalizing phrase "under the whole 
heaven" (Gen 7: 19) and other language, making clear the general thrust 
of the surrounding verses of this section of the Flood narrative. From 
a literary perspective, the force of this narrative section is to portray the 
unimaginable crescendo of ever-rising waters.39 Within the short span 
of forty-seven Hebrew words, the term "waters" occurs five times, 
understanding the Flood narrative; instead, the Flood narrative, as well as other narratives 
such as the Exodus and Sodom and Gomorrah, provide the intertextual keys to Ezekiel as 
the models of judgment to which the prophet alludes. 
37The Hebrew phrase in Gen 7:19 is hfbebiirrin ba~&-bsin ("all the hlgh mountains"), 
with the key terms kof ("all/every"), birrin ("mountains"), and g s b a i ~  ("high"). The 
alleged parallel passages in the Prophets (Former and Latter in the Hebrew Bible; Prophets 
and Historical Books in the English Bible arrangement of the canon) that refer to 
idolatrous hgh places include: Deut 122; 1 Kgs 423; 2 Kgs 16:4=2 Chon  28:4; 2 Kgs 
l7 : l e  Jer 220; 424; 172; Ezek 613; 20:28; 346, 14; Hos 4:13. The only passage in the 
Prophets that has all three of these terms is Isa 30:25, but the referent of th passage is not 
idolatrous high places but the abundant verdure of a new creation. I do not deny that 
Ezekiel utilized imagery from the Flood narrative (among other O T  narratives) in 
describing both the sin ("cormption~' and "violence") and the punishment (e.g., " w e d  
out," "flooding rains") of Judah, but there is no intertextual hint in Ezekiel that the "hlgh 
mountains" of the Flood narrative are to be interpreted as idolatrous cultic hlgh places, 
381t is further argued that the phrase "tops of the mountains" (d@ bebW)in Gen 8:s 
is a "technical expression" in the O T  referring to the feailty-cult b h  places (Johns, 
'Theology, Science, and the Flood," 27). Johns sets forth "all the usages in the OT for the 
expression 'tops of the mountains,"' which includes three other passages besides Gen 8:5: Eze 
613; Hos 412-13; and Joel 2:s. The passage in Joel 2:5, Johns acknowledges, does not refer 
to cultic htgh places. Johns fds  to point out two other O T  passages that employ this precise 
terminology and clearly have no relationship to fertilitycult hgh places: Judg 9:25,36. Thus 
out of five ocmences of this expression besides Gen 8:5, only two refer to cultic hgh places. 
This hardly indicates that the phrase constitutes a "technical term" for idolatrous hlgh places. 
(Note also another some thirtecn O T  references to the smgular "top of the mountain" [$J 
bZba'. and some four references to "top of the mountains" [~Jb i in"~] ,  none of which have 
idolatrous high places in view.) The context of Gen 8:s makes dear that the expression "tops 
of the mountains" is not employed as a ieminm tecbnims for cultic hgh places in this passage. 
The point of the phrase in Gen 8:s is not a negative allusion to sites of idolatrous worship, but 
a positive, redemptive sign! The virtual return to precreation "chaos" brought about by the 
Flood-with water covering the entire g l o b i s  now being reversed as the New Creation 
dawns and dry land appears as on the third day of creation (see Doukhan's block parallelism 
and further discussion of unaeation, below). 
3%athews, 379. 
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"increased" two times, "rose" three times, and "greatl three times, all 
''to underscore the sense of the escalating waters.JThe escalation 
swells from the simple expression "increased" (v. 17), to "prevailed and 
greatly increased" (v. 18), to "prevailed exceedingly" (v. 19a), and then 
to the climax in the covering even of the highest mountains of the 
globe: "And the water rose higher and higher above the ground unal all 
the hlghest mountains (bZdm) under the whole of heaven were 
submerged" (w. 19b-20, NJB). This escalation of waters does not fit 
with an interpretation of "high mountains" as cultic high places on local 
Mltops, but connotes the quintessence of elevation in the rising waters, 
culmnating in the covering of all the land surface of the globe. 
17. 'Xi. the fountains of the g ~ a t  " The phrase kol-maj6not t6b6m 
mbb& ("all the fountains of the great deep"; Gen 7:ll; cf. 8:2) constitutes 
an intertextual Wr with the universal "deep" (t6b6m) or world-ocean 
described in the creation narrative in Gen 1:2? The "brealung up/bursting 
forth" (Heb. nipa'bti, possibly referring to geological faulting) of ail 
( k o e n o t  just some-of the fountains (i.e., subterranean water springs) of 
the great deep, using language drawn from creation and coupled in the 
same verse with the opening of the windows of the heavens, cannot refer 
only to a local scene, but rather has global implications. Gerhard Hasel 
perceptively concludes that "the bursting foah of the waters &om the 
fountains of the 'great deep' refers to the splitting open of springs of 
subterranean waters with such might and force that together with the 
torrential downpouring of waters stored in the atmospheric heavens a 
worldwide flood comes about'*2 
This is not to say that the oceans supplied any new source of water for 
the Genesis Flood: the oceans were already in place. But thefountains of the 
"great deep," which refer to fresh-water subterranean streams that may 
have surged up from the earth's crust through the oceans as well as dry 
41See Hasel, "The Fountains of the Great Deep," 62-72, for full discussion. 
Compare with Ps 1046 (also a creation context): 'You covered it [the earth] with the 
deep [tzhdm] as with a garment; the waters were standing above the mountains." The 
"breaking up" or "bursting forth" (Heb. n@tZbk) of the fountains of the great deep is 
recognized as connected to creation in Prov 3:19-20, where the same two terms are 
employed as in Gen 7:11: "The Lord by wisdom founded the earth. . . ; by His 
knowledge the depths [tCh&d4 were broken up [n@tZbq." Prov 8:24, also in the context 
of creation, uses terms from Gen 7:11 in poetic parallelism: 'When there were no 
depths [t~hiimo"5] I was brought forth, When there were no fountains [maj&of ] 
abounding with water." That the expression tZhdm rabbi4 ("great deep") can in the O T  
refer to oceans as well as terrestrial water is apparent in Ps 36:6, which clearly contrasts 
the highest points on earth (the mountains) with the depths of the oceans (the great 
deep). The NLT captures the flow of this verse: 'Your righteousness is like the mighty 
mountains, your justice like the ocean depths." Isa 51:10 specifically places t&dm rabbi% 
"great deep" in synonymous poetic parallelism withyitw ("sea"): "Are You not the One 
who dried up the sea DZm], the waters of the great deep [fhdm rabbih]; that made the 
depths of the sea a road for the redeemed to cross over!" 
42Hasel, "The Fountains of the Great Deep," 71. 
land, combined with the torrential rains from above, raised the level of 
water to cover all the hgh mountains, thereby returning the earth virtually 
to its state described in Gen 1:2 ("darkness was on the face of the deep 
[tEMm] and the Spirit of God was hovering over the face of the waters"). 
The divine creative work of separatmg the dry land from the waters 
(the third day of creation week) and the waters above from the waters 
below the firmament (the second day of creation week) was reversed 
during the Flood. The surface of the entire globe was once again covered 
by the t&m (i.e., world-ocean). P. J. Harland summarizes: 'The flood 
returned the world to the pre-creation state of one large ocean.'"' 
18. Tbe mabbal. The term nabbrll ("Flood/Deluge~'; 12 occurrences in 
Genesis? once in Ps 2910) is resenred exclusively in the Hebrew Bible for 
reference to the Genesis Flood. Perhaps derived from the Hebrew rootybl 
("to flow, to stream") or a maqttiIpattern noun related to the Akkadian verb 
nabcii. (to destroy; literally "a destruction of waters"), the term is usually 
assodated with mayin ("waters") in the Flood narrative and seems to have 
become "a technical term for waters flowing or streaming forth and as such 
designates the flood (deluge) being caused by waters. . . . nabbtiIis in the 
Old Testament a term consistently employed for the flood (deluge) whch 
was caused by torrential rains and the bursting forth of subterranean 
 water^.'"^ This technical term clearly sets the Genesis Deluge apart from all 
local floods and gives it a global context The LXX reflects the technical 
meaning of the Hebrew mabbtiland only employs the Greek term translated 
katak&mos ("flood, deluge") with reference to the Genesis Flood. 
The vast array of universalistic terms for the extent of destruction 
that we have surveyed thus far in the Genesis Flood in Gen 6-9 is 
impressive when seen in isolation, but these expressions become even 
more significant when it is realized how many of them appear in 
clusters both before and after the Flood, in order to give the effect of 
total destruction. Note, for example, how, in Gen 6:17, God announces 
his intention to bring the Flood, utilizing six different universalistic 
expressions to indicate the global extent of the Deluge: "And I myself 
am bringing [I] the flood of waters [2] on the earth, to destroy [3] from 
under heaven [4] all flesh [S] in which is the breath of life; and [6] 
everything that is on the earth shall die." Further, after the Flood had 
done its destroying work, Gen 7:21-23 records the extent of 
destruction, this time using ten different universalizing expressions: 
And [I] all flesh died [2] that moved o n  the earth: [3] birds and cattle 
43P. J. Harland, The VaIue ofHuman Lif A St#& ofthe Story offbe Fhod (GeneJiJ 6-57, 
VTSupp 64 (Leiden: Brill, 1996), 92. 
W i t h  the article: Gen 6:17; 7:6,7, 10, 17; 9:11,28; 10:1, 32; 11 :lo. Without the 
article: Gen 9:11,15. 
"Hasel, "Some Issues Regarding the Nature and Universality of the Genesis Flood 
Narrative," 92-93. See also Michael A. Grisanti, "MabbGl," NIDOTI'E, ed. W. A. 
VanGerrnem (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1997), 2: 835,836. 
and beasts and every creeping thing that creeps on the earth, and every 
man [to be discussed below]. [4] All in whose nostrils was the breath 
of life, [5] all that was on the dry [land], died. So he destroyed [6] all 
living things m which were on the face of the ground: [8, a variation 
of no. 2 above] both man and cattle, creeping thing and bird of the air. 
[9] They were destroyed from the earth. [lo] Only Noah and those 
who were with him in the ark remained alive. 
Hasel observes that "there is hardly any stronger way in Hebrew to 
emphasize total destruction of 'all existence' of human and animal life 
on earth than the way it has been expressed [in Gen 6-91)]. The writer of 
the Genesis flood narration employed terminology, formulae, and 
syntactical structures of the type that could not be more emphatic and 
explicit in expressing his concept of a universal, world-wide fl~od.'"~ 
Besides the specific universalistic expressions examined above, 
other types of terminology in Gen 6-9 imply a global, not local, flood. 
These are summarized below. 
19. Ternpinology nhted to the ark and ih mmtmdion. The Genesis account 
utilizes a specific word for the ship built by Noah: t& (''ark"). This term, 
occurring in Gen 6-9 some 26 times, is employed nowhere else in Scripture 
except Exod 2:3,5, where it describes the "ark" made out of bulrushes for 
baby Moses-who is probably depicted by this usage as a new Noah,'" The 
worldwide extent of the Flood is underscored by the enormous size of the 
ark detailed in Gen 6:14-15. Accordmg to the biblical account, the 
dimensions of the ark were 300 x 50 x 30 cubits, and assuming a cubit is 
approximately 18 inches, this translates into 450 x 75 x 45 feet, with a 
conjectured displacement of 43,300 tons." A ship of such immense 
proportions, not equaled till modem times, certamly bespeaks a deluge that 
transcends a local Mesopotamian flood. 
20. Terminology related to the purpose oftbe ark. The stated purpose of 
the ark was "to keep species [xerac, 'seed'] alive on the face of all the 
earth" (Gen 7:2-3; cf. 6:16-21). A massive ark f ied with representatives 
of all nonaquatic animal species would be unnecessary if this were only 
a local flood, for these species could have been preserved elsewhere in 
the world. Yet, the biblical record specifically states that the animals 
were brought into the ark to preserve representatives of all of the 
various species (Gen 6: 19-20). 
21. Tenttinologfor the animah saved and destroyed The four terms used 
for the animals brought onto the ark are the following: hagd 
CCbeast/living creature"; or ha~6to"-2m,r "beast of the earth"), C6p 
("birds"), b6b&zd ("cattle"), and nmeS ("creeping things''). Some have 
claimed that the Flood account does not indicate that re~resentatives 
of all air-breathing terrestrial animals went into the ark; key  argue that 
46Hasel, 'The Biblical View of the Extent of the Flood," 86. 
47Fretheirn, 391. 
"Lewis, 2799. 
only the domesticated animals went in, while representatives of the wild 
animals and birds of prey survived outside the ark." But such attempts 
have mistakenly sought to define the terms for classifications of animals 
in Gen 6-9 based upon later usage of these terms in the Hebrew Bible, 
not recognizing that the Flood account is recalling the usage of these 
same terms in the creation account. The intentional reuse in the Flood 
narrative of the same four terms that com rehensively describe the P, terrestrial animals of the creation account stresses the point that 
representatives of all air-breathing terrestrial creatures created by God 
went on the ark and that none of these creatures survived the Flood 
outside the ark. Furthermore, accompanying inclusive language leaves 
no doubt that all terrestrial air-breathing animals are intended, both as 
represented within the ark and as what totally perished outside the ark. 
The notion that some terrestrial animals survived cannot be textuallv 
J 
supported in the face of such categorical statements as found in Gen 
7:21-23: "And all flesh died that moved on the earth. . . . All in whose 
nostrils was the breath of the spirit of life, all that was on the dry land, 
49See Frederick A. Filby, The Fhod Reconsidered A Review ofthe Eviahces ofGeolbgy, 
Archaeology, Ancient Literature andthe Bibh, with a foreword by Stephen S. Short (London: 
Pickering and Inglis, 1970), 85-86. Cf. Johns, "Theology, Science, and the Flood," 2-7. 
50Gen I uses this list with several variations. In depicting the creation on the fifth day, 
v. 22 mentions the birds, while the depiction on the sixth day (w. 24-25) refers to bayri 
("beast"), first, as a general category meaning 'living creature," and, then, as divided into 
three subcategories: bE&~~ri ("cattley'), nme~("creeping thingsy'), and bqi36- 'cre~ (' 'beasts of 
the earth''). In v. 26, humans are given dominion over only three categories of terrestrial 
animals: ''birds of the air," "~attle'~ (b&&ri), and "creeping things" (nmesj; there is no 
mention of the Qw&.%2etw (unless the reading of the Syriac is accepted, which is fat from 
certain). In v. 28, humanity's dominion over terrestrial animals is summarized by only two 
categories: "birds of the a? and "every living thing [bw4 that moves [mi, Qal participle] 
on the earth." Finally, in v. 30, in describing the food for the terrestrial animals, three 
categories are mentioned: "east of the earth" (bg&&3ere$), "bird of the air," and 
everydung that creeps [mi, Qal participle] on the earth"; and this is further summarized by 
indicating that it includes everything on land in which is the "breath of life" (ntpcJQq4. 
In Gen 619-20, all four of the basic groups of animals (or four terms) are found entering 
the ark, and all four appear again in the list of Gen 7:14. 
It is true that Gen 6 and 7 do not use the full phrase "beast of the earth" (buyi30^-~erej) 
to refer to animals that entered the ark, but this phrase is clearly used in Gen 99-10 to indicate 
what was in the ark with Noah: "Behold, I establish My covenant with you . . . and with eveq 
hang creature that is with you: the birds, the cattle, and every beast of the earth [bg36-2erej] 
with you, of all that go out of rhe ark, every beast of the earth." Johns, 3, argues that the term 
''beast of the earth" in this verse refers to wild animals that were with Noah after the Flood 
but not with him in the ark However, as Cassuto, Genesis, 131, points out, the purpose of the 
Bet prehx "is to explain and particularize," and it occurs equally before all the terms used for 
the animals, includmg bwci-3en~ ("beast of the earth''). These categories of animals are all 
held together by one common Bet prefix, and then comes the prepositional min, as Cassuto 
notes: "Here in the sense of 'that is."' 'That idy-referring to all the categories just 
mentioned-"as many as came out of the ark" The Hebrew thus makes dear that all the 
animals mentioned in Gen 9:9-10 came out of the ark 
In sum, the flood narrative of Gen 6 and 7 utilizes an abbreviated list of the 
terrestrial, air-breathing animals, such as found in Gen 1:26. The record in Gen 9:9-10 
adds the additional term that is missing in previous chapters of the narrative. 
died. So he destroyed all living things which were on the face of the 
ground. . . . They were destroyed from the earth."" John Hartley 
summarizes by noting that in the Genesis Flood narrative "four 
references to the death of the animals, with differing verbs, stress that 
outside the ark no life that breathed survived."52 
Furthermore, if only a local flood were in view, the building of any 
ark at all, even for Noah and his family, would have been 
superfluous-God could simply have warned Noah and his farnlly in 
time to escape from the coming judgment, just as he did with Lot in 
Sodom. But the point of the narrative concerning the ark is that there 
was no other escape; in the midst of the Flood "only Noah and those 
who were with him in the ark remained" (Gen 7:23)." 
22. Teminohgyfor the duration ofthe Fhod The duration of the Genesis 
mood ("And the waters prevailed [wagigbh2 upon the earth a hundred and 
fifty days"; Gen 7:24) makes sense only with a worldwide flood. The mabbal 
of torrential rain from above and jets of water from the fountains of the 
deep below continued 40 days (G& 7:17). All the hghest mountains were 
still covered five months after the Flood began, as the ark "rested" (Heb. 
nkab, "to be tranquilyYy the same root as the name of Noah), i.e., found, 
tranqd waters" amid the still-covered mountains of Ararat (Gen 8:4). The 
tops of the mountains were not seen until after seven months (cf. Gen 7:ll; 
"We have already examined the universal, inclusive Hebrew terminology in these 
statements and shown their universallglobal connotations in the context of the 
worldwide creation language to which they allude. It is also dear from Gen 6:19 that 
representatives of all the terrestrial air-breathing animals were brought into the ark: 
"And of every living thing of all flesh you shall bring two of every sort into the ark, to 
keep them alive with you; they shall be male and female." Later God clarifies that of 
"every clean animal" and of "each of the birds of the air" Noah was to take seven pairs 
(Gen 7:2). In obedience to God's command, "of clean beasts, of beasts that are unclean, 
of birds, and of everything that creeps on the earth, two by two they went into the ark, 
male and female" (Gen 7:')). Gen 7:13-15 emphatically repeats the universal, inclusive 
statement: "On the very same day Noah and Noah's sons . . . entered the ark-they and 
every beast after its kind, all cattle after their kind, every creeping thing that creeps on 
the earth after its kind, and every bitd after its kind, every bird of every sort. . . two by 
two, of all flesh in which is the breath of life." This same comprehensive list is repeated 
two more times in Gen 8:17,19 to name the animals coming out of the ark. Gen 9:10 
explicitly adds the phrase bw6to -̂2ere$ ("every beast of the earth," commonly interpreted 
as wild animals) as one of the basic categories of animals that came out of the ark. 
52Hartley, 103. 
53Art Hill, "On Universal Language," PerJP~ctive~ on Science and Chtistian Faith 55 
(2003): 66. 
Victor  P. Hamilton writes: "I see no credible way of harmonizing the information 
of v. 5 with v. 4. V. 4 clearly states that the ark rested on one of the mountains of Ararat 
in the 17th day of the 7th month. Yet v. 5 states that no mountaintop was spotted until 
the first day of the 10th month" (The Book ofGeneJiJ: Chapters 1-17, NICOT [Grand 
Rapids: Eerdmans, 19901,301). I suggest that the solution is found in the meaning of 
the word "rested" (Heb. ndab, "to be tranquil"). It  does not necessarily imply that the 
ark has hn&d on one of the mountains, but only that it had become tranquil in the less 
turbulent waters surrounded by yet-submerged peaks of Ararat. 
Gen 8:s). And finally, the Flood waters were not dried up @a'bS4 enough 
for Noah to leave the ark until one year and ten days had passed (cf. Gen 
7: 1 1; 8: 14). Such lengths of time seem commensurate only with a global and 
not a local flood. 
23. Teminolog for tbe water activity during /be Fhod The receding 
activity of the water (Gen 8:3a, 54a) is described by the Hebrew phrase 
hZBk wZs'6b (literally, "going and comingy'). In parallel with similar 
phraseology and grammatical construction for the "to and fro" motion 
of the raven in the Flood narrative (Gen 8:7), this ex ression should 
probably be translated as "going and retreating,"\nd implies 
oscillatory water motion, which lasted for 74 days (see Gen 8:3-5). The 
waters rushing back and forth, as in ocean tidal movement as the overall 
level gradually decreased, supports a universal interpretation but is 
incongruous with a local-flood theory. 
24. Terminology for the &vine bhuing afer the Fhod. Exactly the same 
inclusive divine blessing is given to both Adam and Noah: p H  tirgbk 
dmiPti 'et-h&re~ ("Be fruitful and multiply and ffl the earth"; Gen 1 :28; 
9:l). This is another linkage between universal creation and the 
universal Flood, between the original bepning and the "new 
beginning." As the human race at creation flows exclusively from Adam 
and Eve, so the postdiluvial humanity is populated exclusively through 
Noah and h s  three sons (Gen 9:19). Such could not be the case if only 
part of humankind outside the ark were destroyed by the Flood. 
25. Tetminohgy for the covenant partners and sign afer the Flaod. The 
Noahic covenant with its rainbow sign is specifically stated to include 
the whole earth and its inhabitants (Gen 9:9-17). God said to Noah: 
"The rainbow [baqqeSec/l shall be in the cloud, and I will look upon it to 
remember the everlasting covenant between God and every living 
creature of all flesh that is on the earth" (v. 16). This universal 
relationship between God and the earth with all its inhabitants is 
repeated at least six times in the space of ten verses (w. 9-10,12,13,15, 
16,17). If these universalistic terms for God's covenant partners (e.g., 
"every living creature," "all flesh," "the earth'') are to be taken only in 
a lunited and less-than-global sense, then the covenant would be only 
a lunited covenant and the rainbow sign of "the all-embracing 
universality of the Divine mercy"56 would be stripped of its meaning. 
26. Temtinolbgyfor the covenantpromise after the Flood After the Flood 
God promises that "never again [is.  . =o^dJ shall all flesh be cut off by 
the waters of the flood; never again [lo". . . =6dJ shall there be a flood to 
"Steven A. Austin, "Did Noah's Flood Cover the Entire World? Yes." in The 
Gene& Debate: PersistentQ~~estions abont C d o n  and the Fhod, ed. Ronald F. Youngblood 
(Grand Rapids: Baker, 1990), 218; Hasel, "Some Issues Regarding the Nature and 
Universality of the Genesis Flood Narrative," 93. 
56Franz Delitzsch, "Genesis," in B i t h i  Conzmentq on the OU Testment: The 
Pentateuch, Carl F. Keil and Franz Delitzsch, trans. James Martin (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1976), 1 :289-290. 
destroy the earth" (Gen 9:ll). Verse 15 repeats the divine promise: "the 
waters shall never again [lo" . . . '=64 become a flood to destroy all 
flesh." The viabllrty of God's promise (cf. Isa 54:9) and the integrity of 
God in keeping his promise are critical in the worldwide extent of the 
Flood. I f  Gen 6-9 desmibcr on/y a hcaljhood, then God bas bmken bispmmise 
evey time another local dest11cctivcflood bas happened! The only way God's 
promise not to send another flood to destroy all flesh can be seen to 
have been kept is if the Flood was a universal one and the whole human 
race and all terrestrial creatures outside the ark were destroyed. 
27. Teminology tbat potttuys the Fhod as a &tine 'knmation. "The first 
description of the Flood activity in the narrative of Gen 6-9 occurs in 
Gen 7:10: "and the waters of the Flood were upon the earth" (dmt 
bammabbil b@d Cal-ha'2a'.~). This is followed immediately by the 
depiction of the source of the Flood waters in v. 11: "all the fountains 
of the great deep were broken up, and the windows of heaven were 
opened" (koha 'y&n6t Cb6m rabbd wa2"rubb6t hdia'mLiyim nipti.4. These 
verses portray a divine act of "uncreation," reversing the action of Day 
2 of creation week (in which God divided the waters above the 
fumament from the waters under the fumament, Gen 1:6-8), by which 
the earth is virtuallys7 returned to the state before creation week, when 
the whole globe was covered by the "face of the deep [tCbh]'' (Gen 
1:2). The Flood "uncreation" also involves a reversal of Day 3 of 
creation week, when God said, "Let the dry land appear" (Gen 1:9). 
During the Flood the ever-rising waters escalated until "all the lugh hills 
under the whole heaven were covered" (wayCkussd kol-behZrim 
ba&~~~bo'bim "ier-tabat koI-basYflm@im) and "the mountains were covered" 
(wg3akussd beba'dm) (Gen 7:19-20). Days 5 and 6 of Creation week were 
also reversed, as during the Flood, when the terrestrial animals which 
God created on these days (Gen 1:20,24) were destroyed: "All in whose 
nostrils was the breath of the spirit of life, all that was on the dry land, 
died" ( k d  3aier ni/mat-dab bamim bFappZyw mikk613"Jer bebira'bd m8M; 
Gen 7:22). 
Based upon the key expressions of these and other verses of the 
Flood narrative, a host of commentators have recognized that Gen 6-7 
depicts a work of cosmic undoing or reversal of creation as divine 
judgment upon the antediluvian world. For example, Nahum Sarna 
writes that "the Flood is a cosmic catastrophe that is actually the 
undoing of creation. . . . In other words, creation is being undone, and 
"Obviously, the "uncreation" does not entail an absolute undoing of the Gen 1 
creation week or there would be no survivors in the Ark. Those few who reject the motif 
of uncreation in the Hood narrative-because in the J3ood fish survive and the plants are 
not destroyed and the sun and moon still function-simply miss the point (see Fretheim, 
314, for such rejection). The virtual return of the earth to its precreation appearance, totally 
covered by water, is ample testimony to the virtually universal divine judgment of 
"uncreation" upon his creation, who have well-nigh universally rejected him. Such reversal 
of creation is confirmed by the renewal of creation after the Flood, following precisely the 
same order as Creation week, as discussed in the next point below. 
the world returned to chaos."58 Tikva Frymer-Kensky describes the 
Flood as "the original, cosmic undoing of creation."5g Umberto Cassuto 
points out that at the high point of the Flood, "we see water 
everywhere, as though the world had reverted to its primeval state at the 
dawn of Creation, when the waters of the Deep submerged 
everything."60 For Joseph Blenkinsopp, "the deluge is an act of 
uncreation, undoing the work of separation by returning e v e r y h g  to 
the primeval, watery chaos from which the created order fvst arose."61 
Mathews describes the universal uncreation during the Flood: "Now 
the Lord sets in motion the un-creation of the world by releasing the 
powers that always stand ready to overwhelm life. The waters once 
separated wdl now be rejoined for the purpose of destruction. Earth's 
disruption is comprehensive; 'all' the waters of the 'great deep' came 
forth. The immense flood-waters involve the flow of waters from 
below and from above, a merism indicating the complete 
trans formation of the terrestrial  structure^."^^ 
Gerhard von Rad vividly underscores the universal implications of 
this undoing or reversal of creation: "We must understand the Flood, 
therefore, as a catastrophe involving the entire cosmos. . . . Here the 
catastrophe, therefore, concerns not only men and beasts . . . but the 
earth (chs. 6.13; 9.1)-indeed, the entire cosmos."63 Harland devotes an 
entire chapter of his monograph on the Genesis Flood to the motif of 
"creation, uncreation, and re-creation," demonstrating how the Flood 
narrative is a worldwide undoing of creation: "The story of the flood 
presents the reader with an almost complete reversal of the account of 
creation in Gen 1-2. . . . God alone is the sovereign Lord of all that 
exists and since he is the sole creator, so too he can become the 
uncreator of the world. . . . The flood returned the world to the pre- 
creation state of one large ~ c e a n . " ~  Only a cosmic/universal/global 
%arna, 48,85. 
5Tikva Frymer-Kensky, "Pollution, Purification, and Purgation in Biblical Israel," 
in The Word ofthe Lotd Shal Go Fodh: Essuys in Honor ofDavid NoelFreedman in Cekbration 
of Hi3 Sixtieth Bidhe,  ed. Carol L. Meyers and M. O'Connor (Winona Lake: 
Eisenbrauns, 1983), 410; cf. idem, "The Flood," in Haper's Bibk Dicfionay, ed. Paul J. 
Achtemeier (San Francisco: Harper and Row, 1985), 312. 
("Joseph Blenkinsopp, The Pentate~ch:An Infroducton to the First Five Books ofthe Bible 
(New York: Doubleday, 1992), 83; cf. idem, "Uncreation: The Great Flood: Gen 6:s- 
9:17," in Pentateuch, ed. Laurence Bright (New York: Doubleday, 1971), 46-47. 
*Von Rad, Geneis, 128. 
"Harland, 89,92. Among the many other scholars who recognize the Flood as a 
cosmic/universal reversal of creation, see, e.g., D. J. A. Clines, "Noah's Flood: I: The 
Theology of the Flood Narrative," Faith and Tho~ght 100/2 (1972-1973): 136; Waltke, 
139; Wenham, 180-183; and Claus Westermann, GenesiJ 1-1 l:A Commentary, trans. John 
J. Scullion Wnneapolis: Augsburg, 1984), 434. 
Flood can encompass the cosmic/universal/global reversal or undoing 
of creation described in Gen 6-9. 
28. Terminology depicting a comzic re-creation after the Flood The cosmic 
reversal of creation is followed by a cosmic New Beginning. As D. J. A. 
Clines states: "The 'uncreation' which God has worked with the Flood 
is not final; creation has not been permanently undone. Old unities of 
the natural world are restored (8:22), and the old ordinances of creation 
are renewed (9:1-7)."~~ Jacques Doukhan, among others, has 
demonstrated the precise literary parallels between the successive stages 
of "re-creation" in the aftermath of the Flood (Gen 8-9) and the seven 
days of creation in Gen 1:2-2:3? 
Day 1. The wind/Spirit (&) over the earth and waters. Gen. 8:l; cf. 
Gen. 1:2. 
Day 2. Division of waters. Gen. 8:l-5; cf. Gen. 1:6-8. 
Day 3. Appearance of dry ground and plants. Gen. 8:5-12; cf. Gen. 1:9- 
12 
1J. 
Day 4. Appearance of light. Gen. 8:13-14; cf. Gen. 1:14-19. 
Day 5. Emergence of animals (birds mentioned first). Gen. 8:15-17; cf. 
Gen. 1 :20-23. 
Day 6. Animals together with men, blessing, food for men, "male and 
female," image of God. Gen. 8:18-9:7; cf. Gen. 1:24-31. 
Day 7. Universal sign of the covenant. Gen 9:8-17; cf. Gen. 2:l-3. 
The hkage between Day 7 (the Sabbath) and the Flood narrative is 
also evident in God's response to Noah's burnt offering which Noah 
offered upon leaving the ark (Gen 8:21): God smelled "a soohng aroma," 
literally, an "aroma of rest [hann@&h]," utilizing a word from the same root 
n4ab employed for God's "rest" on the Sabbath (wwiinah Exod 20:ll).67 
In this "re-creation" of the world, Noah is a new Adam; and, as 
noted above, he and his sons are given the same command as to Adam 
and Eve in Eden: "Be fmitful and multiply and fill the earth" (Gen 9:l; 
cf. Gen 1:28). This New Beginning is clearly presented as the beginning 
for the entire earth, as at the first creation week, and not just for a 
localized area such as Mesopotamia. Thus, in the overarchkg literary 
structure of the "re-creation" in the Flood narrative, the global 
dimension of the Flood is underscored by parallels with the ilobal 
creation account of Gen 1:3-2:3. 
29. Tetminolbgv alludng to the Genestj Flood ehewhere in the Hebrew Bibk As 
65Clines, "Noah's Flood," 138. 
66Adapted from Jacques B. Doukhan, DanieL The Vision ofthe End(Berrien Springs: 
Andrews University Press, 1987), 133-134; cf. Gage, 10-20; Mathews, 383; Waltke, 128- 
129. Waltke and Mathews give even more precise verbal parallels than Doukhan, and 
slightly differ from him in their analysis in suggesting that there is no parallel between 
the Flood "recreation" and the fourth day of Creation because the sun and moon were 
not part of the uncreation. Further parallels to the fifth day of creation are shown with 
the birds that fly above the earth (Gen 8:6-12; cf. 1:20-23) and parallels to the sixth day 
of creation with the same basic list of animals (Gen 8:17-19; cf. 1 :24-25). 
'j7Gage, 1 1, 16. 
noted in point 18 above, the technical term for the Genesis Flood, mabbd4 
appears only one time outside Genesis. Its utilization in Ps 2910 
underscores YHWH's universal sovereignty over the whole world at the 
time of the Noahic Flood as we1 as in the time of the Psalmist 'The Lord 
sat enthroned at the Flood [mabbdl], and the Lord sits as King forever." 
Another certain allusion to the Genesis Flood appears in the phrase mt- 
Noah ("waters of Noah'') in Isa 549, where the prophet records God's 
promise of future faithfulness in lrght of his promise made at the time of 
the Flood: "For this is like the waters of Noah to me: For as I have sworn 
that the waters of Noah would not flood the earth again, so I have sworn 
that 1 will not be angry with you nor rebuke you." Although by the time of 
Isaiah there had no doubt been many local floods of which he and h s  
hearers were aware, it was possible for ~ o d  to use the illustration of Noah's 
Flood only because it was clear to readers that Noah's Flood was 
worldwide; totally unlike any local flood since that time, and thus God's 
promise made in the time of Noah still stood even in the face of the 
subseauent occurrence of numerous local floods. 
~ i e r e  are also many other possible OT allusions to the Noahic 
Deluge that utilize a variety of Hebrew expressions: xefim C'hundation, 
flood," Isa 28:2); mgim kabbldm ("mighty waters," Isa 28:2), mayim 
rabbsin ("great waters," Ps 18:17 [Eng. v. 16]), or simply mgim ("waters," 
Isa 43:2; Job 12:15; Ps 124:4); na'ba'r/n&ba'?rgAt ("floods, streams," Ps 93:3); 
rabab ("storm, Rahab," Job 26:12); fibb& ("flood, flowing stream," Ps 
69:3,16 [Eng. w. 2,151); and Setep ("overflowing, flood," Dan 9:26; Nah 
1%; Ps 32:6). The forcefulness of these descriptors may also point 
beyond local floods to include reference to a global Deluge. 
30. Uniwmal tminohgy in NT references to the Fhod The NT reflects the 
technical meaning; of the Hebrew mabbtiland only employs the Greek term 
translated htak&mos ("flood, deluge") with refe;enc&o ihe Genesis Flood 
(Matt 2438,39; Luke 17:27; and 2 Pet 25, plus once using the related verb 
katak& r'flood, inundate'l in 2 Pet 3:6). The NT passages concerning the 
Flood all employ universal language: "swept them a/. [hapantas, plural, 
'everyone? away," Matt 2439; "destroyed them a/. [pantar, pl. 'everyonel" 
(Luke 17:27); ''he did not spare the ancient worM [kosmos], but preserved 
Noah with seven other persons, . . . when he brought a flood upon the 
worb [kosmos] of the ung&lY," 2 Pet 2:5; "a few, that& eight were 
saved through water" (1 Pet 3:20); Noah "condemned the worM [kosmos] 
(Heb 11:7). A local flood would not have ended the antediluvian world. 
Gleason L. Archer Jr. states: 'We have the unequivocal corroboration of 
the New ~estament hat the destruction of the human race at the time of 
the flood was total and universal.'*8 
The NT Flood typology assumes and +ndr upon not only the 
historicity, but also the universality of the Flood to theologically argue 
68Gleason L. Archer Jr., A S I I N ~ ~  $OM Ttvtamcnt Introduction, rev. ed. (Chicago: 
Moody, 198S), 208. 
for an imminent worldwide judgment by f ~ e  (2 Pet 3:6-7). Peter argues 
that just as there was a worldwide, "eschatological" judgment by water 
causing the unbelieving antediluvian world to perish, so in the antitype 
there must be a global endtime judgment by fire, bringing about the 
destruction of the ungodly.69 
Along with the abundant terminological evidence for a 
universal/global Flood depicted by Gen 6-9, and elsewhere in Scripture, 
there is also the contextual, thematic evidence of Gen 1-11, to which we 
now turn. 
Universal Themes in Genesir 1 - 1 1 
The trajectory of major themes prior to the Flood narrative in Gen 1- 
5-creation, Fall, plan of redemption, spread of sin-is universal in 
scope and calls for a corresponding universal judgment?' Likewise, the 
trajectory of major themes following the Flood narrative in Gen 10-1 1 
is universal. The universal themes of Gen 1-1 1, which forms the larger 
context for the Flood narrative, are briefly outlined below. 
UnimaI Creation. We have noted in reference to specific Flood 
terminology the numerous allusions to the global context of creation. The 
creation week set forth in Gen 1 is dearly global and not local in scope?' 
The Universak2y offin and the Phn ofRe&mphn. Likewise, the Fall of 
humanity in Adam and Eve led to the sinful condition of the entire human 
race (ha"a'd;Sin), not just the inhabitants of Mesopotamia (cf. Gen 6:5, 11; 
Rom 3: 19; 5: 12). The Protoevangehum o u b e d  in Gen 3:lS involves the 
universal moral struggle between the spiritual descendants ( v a c ,  "seed," 
collective) of the serpent and the spiritual descendants (paC, "seed," 
collective) of the woman, culminating in the victory of the representative 
Messianic Seed (pzc; "seed," singular with singular referents) over the 
serpent7* This plan of redemption is certainly universal in scope. 
In harmony with the universal dimensions of preceding themes in 
Gen 1-5, the sinful condition of humankind at the time of the Flood 
69See Davidson, Typokg in Stx$ture, 326-327. 
'"D. J. A. Clines, "Themes in Genesis 1-1 1," in I Studed I n s ~ t i o n s  from BGfore the 
Fhod Ancient Near Eastern, litermy, and lingnistic Approaches to Geneis 1 - 1 I, ed. Richard 
S. Hess and David T. Tsumura (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1994): 285-309. 
"For further discussion of the global scope of the creation language of Gen 1, see 
my study, 'The Biblical Account of Origins,"]ATS 14 (2003): 35-36. Throughout Gen 
1, the numerous references to the scope of God's creation-to the "earth" that was 
formless and empty, and the darkness "upon the face of the deep" (v. 2), the dividing 
of the light and darkness (v. 3), the dividing of waters from waters (v. 6),  the gathering 
of the waters into "seas" (v. lo), the making of the "greater light7' and the "lesser light" 
to "give light on the earth" (w. 14-18), the creation of the birds "to fly across the face 
of the fmament  of the heavens" (v. 20), the creation of land animals and humans to 
"be fruitful and fa the earth, and have dominion over. . . everything that moves upon 
the earth" (w. 26-28)-all these are unambiguously global in their scope. 
"See 0. Palmer Robertson, The Chrrjt oftbe Covenants (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1980); 
Afolarin Ojewole, 'The Seed in Gen 3:lY (Ph.D. Dissertation, Andrews University, 2001). 
includes more than those living in the Fertile Crescent. From God? 
perspective, not simply from the culturally conditioned local view of the 
narrator, there were worldwide results calling for the divine legal 
investigation: "And God saw that the wickedness of man (b$F"&-m, 
humankind) was great in the earth, and that every imagination of the 
thoughts of his heart was only evil continually" (Gen 6:5). Such 
universal sinfulness naturally calls for universal judgment. 
Universal Covenant. Unlike the other biblical covenants, the Noahc 
covenant is made not only with humankind, but with the whole earth 
(Gen 9: 13), including every living creature (Gen 9: 10, 12, 15, 16), and 
is thus completely unilateral and unconditional upon the response of 
the earth and its inhabitants. The sign of this everlasting covenant is the 
rainbow, which is not primarily for humankind, but for God to see and 
"remember" the covenant he has made with the earth (Gen 9:16). 
Universal Genealogies and Drspersion oftbe Nations. The genealogical 
lines from both Adam (Gen 4:17-26; 5:l-31) and Noah (Gen 1O:l-32; 
1 1:l-9) are exclusive in nature, indicating that as Adam was father of all 
pre-Flood humanity, so Noah was father of all post-Flood humanity. 
Such exclusivity in the genealogies of Gen 4,5, and 11 unequivocally 
portray the universality of both genealogical lines. From the 
descendants of Noah "the nations spread abroad on the earth after the 
flood" (Gen 10:32). The Table of Nations in Gen 10:l-31 makes 
evident the universal scope of this spreading far beyond the 
Mesopotamian valley. The Tower of Babel dispersion was God's means 
of scattering humanity across the globe, despite their intentions to 
congregate on the Plain of Shinar (Gen 11:l-19). 
In the context of these numerous universal themes in Gen 1-1 1, if 
the Flood were merely local in extent, it would be the on4 restricted 
theme in these opening chapters of Genesis! Such a conclusion is 
hardly defensible. Rather, the Genesis Flood must be read just as 
universally as the other themes in Gen 1-1 1. 
In light of the plethora of terminological and contextual evidence 
presented above, it is not surprising that the scholarly view in which 
Gen 6-9 describes a worldwide Flood is not a minority position in the 
history of interpretation. This, indeed, is the traditional Judeo-Christian 
understandmg and the conclusion of a number of recent evangelical 
~ornrnentaries.'~ Furthermore, it is significant that virtually all modern 
critical scholars, who have no burden to seek to make the biblical text 
comport with a modern worldview, affirm that Gen 6-9 depicts not 
73See, e.g., Mathews, 365, commenting specifically on the inclusive language of Gen 
6:17: 'This inclusive language [m Gen 6171 as elsewhere in this account [see 6:7, 12-13; 
7:4, 19,21-23; 8:21; 9:11,15; cf. 2 Pet 3:6] suggests that the cataclysm was worldwide in 
scope. . . .This kind of inclusive language for local events is attested elsewhere in Genesis 
(e.g., 41:54-57), but the insistence of the narrative on the encompassing character of the 
flood favors the literal understanding of the universal view." Cf. Waltke, 133: 'The narrator, 
even allowing for oriental hyperbole, seems to have in mind a universal flood." 
simply a local but a worldwide Flood?' For example, in his recent 
critical study of the Genesis Flood narrative, Harland states: "The story 
[Gen 6-91 is not the record of a local flood. The text speaks of a 
universal, not a partial, flood: 6:17,7:4,21,23,8:21. All flesh died. . . . 
In Gen 7:4 the writer would hardly have thought that everything which 
God had made included only part of the world.'"5 
Tbe0tie.r of  Dtpendence on ANE Tradtions us. 
Theoties o f  Theological Polemic 
Theories of Dependence upon ANE Traditions 
While acknowledging that the text of Gen 6-9 affirms a worldwide Flood, 
most critical commentators further assert that the biblical narrative is either 
directly borrowed from other ANE Flood stories or ultimately derives from 
a common orginal Mesopotamian Flood tradition. Terrence Fretheirn is 
representative of the modern critical consensus: "The Genesis account 
should be related to a major flood in the Mesopotamian valley, which in 
time was interpreted as a flood that covered the then known world (one 
severe flood has been dated around 3000 BCE).'"~ 
Four main flood stories are found in ancient Mesopotamian 
sources: the Sumerian Eridu Genesis Fa. 1600 B.c.)?' the Old 
Babylonian Atrahasis Epic (ca. l6OO B.c.)? the Gilgamesh Epic (Neo- 
Assyrian version, ca. eighth to seventh centuries B.C.);' and Berossus's 
account (Babylon, third century B.c.)." 
The major similarities between these ANE flood stories, on one 
hand, and the biblical account, on the other, have been rehearsed by 
many ~cholars*~ and are conveniently summarized by Wenham as 
follows:82 a divine decision to destroy humankind; a warning to the 
flood hero; the command to build an ark; the hero's obedience; the 
command to enter the ark; the entry into the ark; the closing of the 
door; the description of the flood; the destruction of life; the end of 
rain, etc.; the ark grounding on a mountain; the hero opens a window; 
74See Gerhard F. Hasel, "The Biblical View of the Extent of the Flood," 78 and n. 
16 for bibliography of representatives of this position, see, e.g., Fohrer, Koehler, Noth, 
Procksch, Skinner, Sama, Speiser, von Rad, Vriezen, Zirnmerli. 
76Fretheim, 388. 
nThorkild Jacobsen, "The Eridu Genesis," JBL 100 (1981): 51 3-529. 
78See W. G. Lambert and A. R. Millard, Atrabaris: The BaLyhnian Story ofthe Fhod 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1969). 
79See Alexander Heidel, The Gi&amesh Epic and Oki Testament ParaIlIrLr (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1946). 
%ee Lambert and Millard, 134-137. 
"See especially the extended discussion by Heidel. 
the birds' reconnaissance; the exit from the ark; offering of a sacrifice; 
the divine smelling of the sacrifice; and a blessing on the flood hero. 
Without denying the common elements between the Mesopotamian 
flood stories and the biblical Flood narrative, I do not believe it is necessary 
to assume either a direct or indirect dependence upon the Mesopotamian 
traditions. Rather, in lght of the similarity between all these accounts and 
other flood tradtions throughout the world, and even more, in hght of the 
profound theological differences between the biblical account and all these 
other Flood stories, it seems preferable to regard all of these stories as 
testifying to the historicity of the Genesis Flood and to recognize the 
Genesis Flood narrative as constituting a direct polemic against the ANE 
Flood stories. Thts alternative is discussed in the next section. 
The Flood as (Historically Verac io~s)~~  
Theological Polemic 
Ancient flood stories are almost universal; more than two hundred 
different stories are known." A flood is by far the most frequent1 
given cause for past world calamities in the folk literature of antiquity, tz 
with the stories nearest to the area of the Dispersion at Babel closest in 
detail to the biblical account. A remarkable number of these oral and 
written traditions agree upon the basic points of the biblical account: all 
humankind was destroyed by a great flood as a result of divine 
judgment against human sin, and a single man and his family or a few 
friends survived the deluge in a ship or other seafaring vessel. While 
critical scholars generally maintain that "stones from other cultures 
should be traced back to their own local flood  tradition^,"^^ it seems 
just as plausible, and I think more likely, that this vast body of ancient 
witnesses to a worldwide Deluge is powerful testimony to the historicity 
and universality of the biblical Flood. 
In contrast to the extrabiblical ANE flood stories, in which no 
cause of the flood is given (e-g., Gilgamesh Epic) or where the gods 
decide to wipe out their human slaves because they are making too 
much noise (e.g., Atrahasis Epic and Eridu Genesis), the biblical 
account provides a profound theological motivation for the Flood: 
humanity's moral depravity and sinfulness-the all-pervading 
831 place this reference to historicity in the heading because some think of a 
theological polemic as necessitating the rnisdrawing of history in the service of theology. 
I suggest that the biblical concept of polemic consists of theology that is radically rooted 
in what the narrator presents as real and accurate history. 
Tames G. Frazer, Folk-Lon in the OM Testment: S t m k  in Coqbarative &&ion 
(London: MacMillan, 1918), 1:105-361; Byron C. Nelson, The Del.ge Story in Stone: A 
Hi* ofthe Fhod Tbeoty ofGeohgy (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1931). 
"Stith Thompson, Mot$In&x ofFo&-Literature: A Chntcation ofNmative Ehment~ 
in Fokahsp B&&, Myths, Fabhs, Medieva/Romanm, Exeqth, Fabiauxp Jest-Book, andlocal 
Lcgendr (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1955), 1 :I 82-1 94. 
86So Fretheim, 388. 
corruption and violence of all living beings ("all flesh'') on earth (Gen 
6:l-8,ll-12), which demands divine punishment. 
This theological motivation provides a divine justification (theodicy) 
for bringing the Flood. In contrast to the gods of other ANE flood 
stories, who arbitrarily act out of unreasoning anger, selfishness, and 
caprice, and seek to deceive the people rather to inform them of the 
impending flood, the biblical God is far different. According to the 
biblical account, God, in response to humanity's corruption, repents 
(na'bam, "is sorry, moved to pity, having compassion, suffering grief'; 
Gen 6:6) of his decision to create humanity. He extends a probationary 
period of 120 years during which his Spirit is striving with humanity to 
repent (Gen 6:3), warning the antediluvian world through Noah, the 
"preacher of righteousness" (2 Pet 25; cf. 1 Pet 3:19-20; Gen 6:14-16). 
The portrayal of humanity's moral depravity as the cause of the 
flood highlights human responsibihty for sin. The Flood comes about 
as a result of corruption and violence on the part of humankind. At the 
same time, Noah's response of faith/faithhlness @idis, Heb 11:7) 
underscores that accountability to God is not only corporate, but 
individual: Noah found "favor" (b8.n) in God's sight; he was "righteous" 
(fadig), "blameless" (tiimfm), and "walked together'' (hhk, Hithpael) in 
personal relationship with God (Gen 6:s-9); he responded in implicit 
obedience to his commands (Gen 6:22; 7:5,9; cf. Ezek 14:14,20). 
Thus, God's act of destruction was not arbitrary. God "destroys" 
(ia'bae Gen 6:13) what humanity had already ruined or corrupted (ia'ba~ 
w. 11-12), mercihlly bringing to completion the ruin already wrought 
by humankind. Humankind's marring of God's creation is followed by 
God's judgment of cosmic uncreation. God's response to his chosen 
task is grief ('gab Gen 6:6). The term 'gab is the same Hebrew root 
used of the woman's "pain" and Adam's "anguish" (Gen 3:16, 17) in 
the divine judgment at the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, with 
the implication that God himself takes up humanity's pain and anguish. 
The God of the biblical Flood is not only just and merciful; he is also 
free to act according to his divine will, possessing sovereign power and 
full control over the forces of nature (in conuast to the weakness and 
fright of the ANE gods during the Flood). Thus, the author's use of the 
two divine names, Elohim and YHWH, throughout the Flood narrative 
is intentional. Instead of indicating separate literary sources, the use of 
these names seems to lughlight different aspects of God's character: the 
generic Ehhim when his universal, transcendent sovereignty or judicial 
authority is emphasized; and the covenant name YHWH when his 
personal, ethical dealings with Noah and humankind are in view." 
God's grace is revealed before the Flood in the 120 years of probation 
granted the antediluvian world (Gen 6:3) and in his directions for the 
"U. Cassuto, The Dommentary H_ypothesis and the Conrpositn ofthe Pentate~ch, trans. 
Israel Abrahams (Jerusalem: Magnes, 1961), 35-36; Leupold, 280-281. 
buildmg of the ark to save those faithful to him (Gen 6:14-21). The Flood 
narrative contains the &st mention in the biblical canon of the motif and 
terminology of remnant "Only Noah and those who were with him in the 
ark remained [!iF'a$' (Gen 7:23). The remnant who survived the cosmic 
catastrophe of the Flood were constituted thus because of their rght 
relationship of faith and obedience to God, not because of caprice or the 
favoritism of the gods, as in the extrabiblical ANE flood stones." 
The word bM ("covenant") fust appears in Scripture in connection 
with the Flood (Gen 6:18; 9:s-17), with the covenant motif playing an 
integral role in the Flood narrative. The Noahic covenant comes at 
God's initiative and demonstrates his concern, faithfulness, and 
dependability. He covenants never again to send a Flood to destroy the 
earth. This covenant promise flows from the propitiatory animal 
sacrifice offered by Noah (Gen 8:20-22)." In no other ANE flood story 
does a god bind himself by covenant to never bring a flood again upon 
the earth to destroy humankind. 
All of this theological polemic in the biblical Flood narrative builds 
upon and depends upon the historical veracity and universality of the 
Flood events. A tenable &vine theodicy is rooted in the necessity of an 
actual, worldwide Flood to bring universal judgment upon humankind 
for their rebellion, to bring cosmic uncreation upon a world that had 
rejected its Creator and marred his creation, and to bring about a new 
creation for the faithful remnant. 
Conclusion 
There is a rich theology in the unified biblical Flood narrative, but 
inasmuch as the literary genre of this narrative underscores the 
historical nature of the events narrated, the theology of the narrative 
cannot be divorced from-and in fact is rooted in-the historicity of 
the Flood account. Numerous lines of biblical evidence converge in 
affurning that the biblical Flood narrative describes a worldwide, global 
Deluge and not a limited, localized flood. 
The questions of the historicity and worldwide nature of the Genesis 
Flood are not just a matter of idle curiosity with little at stake for Christian 
faith. They are pivotal in understanding and remaining faithful to the 
theology of Gen 1-11 and the rest of Scripture. The many links with the 
global creation in Gen 1-2 noted in this study not only support the aspect 
of universality in the Flood, but serve to theologically comect the protology 
88Numerous thematic and verbal parallels between the accounts of Noah's salvation 
and Israel's Exodus deliverance also reveal the author's intent to emphasize their 
similarity (John H. Sailhamer, "Genesis," in The E+ositor's Bib& Commentary, ed. Frank 
E. Gaebelein [Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 19901,289). Various references in the Psalms 
to God's gracious deliverance of the righteous from the "great waters" of tribulation 
may contain allusions to the Genesis Flood (Pss 18:16 Web. v. 171; 326; 655-8 [Heb. 
w. 6-91; 69:2 web. v. 31; 89:9 FIeb. v. 101; 933; and 1244). 
and eschatology presented in the opening chapters of Scripture. The Flood 
is an eschatological "uncreation" of the world and humanity followed by a 
"re-creation" of the new world. "Thus, the story of the Flood-and this is 
theologically the most important fact-shows an eschatological world 
judgment . . . The world judgment of the Flood hangs like an iron curtain 
between this world age and that of the first splendor of creation.'*O 
The theology of the universal Flood is, therefore, the pivotal point 
of a connected but multifaceted universal theme running through Gen 
1-11, constituting an overarching pattern for the rest of Scripture: 
worldwide creation revealing the character of the Creator and h s  original 
purpose for creation; humankind's turning from the Creator and the 
universal spread of sin ending in the global "mcreation" through 
eschatological judgment; and re-creation in the eschatological salvation of 
the faithful covenant remnant and the global renewal of the earth. 
T o n  Rad, 129-130. 
